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Sand dunes are found in a wide variety of shapes in deserts andcoasts, and also on the planet Mars. The basic
mechanisms of dune formation could be incorporated into a continuum saltation model, which successfully
reproduced the shape of the barchan dunes and has been also applied to calculate interaction of barchans in a
field. We have recently extended our dune model to investigate other dune shapes observed in nature. Here,
we present the first numerical simulation of the transformation of barchan dunes, under influence of vegetation,
into parabolic dunes, which appear frequently on coasts. Further, we apply our model to reproduce the shape
of barchan dunes observed on Mars, and we find that an interesting property related to the martian saltation
is relevant to predict the scale of dunes on Mars. Our model could also reproduce unusual dune shapes of the
Martian north polar region, like rounded barchans and elongated linear dunes. Our results support the hypothesis
that these dunes are indurated.

1 Introduction

Sand dunes develop wherever sand is exposed to an
agitated medium that lifts grains from the ground and
entrains them into a surface flow. On coasts, dunes are
constituted of sand which comes from the sea and is
therafter deposited onto the beach. Once the grains are
exposed to the air, they dry and some can be carried
by the wind, initiating sand transport.

The morphology of sand dunes and the conditions
under which each dune type appears in coastal areas
have been studied by several authors. Quantitatively,
however, the selection of dune size and shape and
the mechanisms of coastal dunes stabilization are far
from being understood, and are the challenges which
motivate the present work.

The mechanism responsible for dune formation is
called saltation (Bagnold 1941; Owen 1964; White
1979; Ungar and Haff 1987; Anderson and Haff 1991;
McEwan and Willetts 1991; Rasmussen et al. 1996;
Foucaut and Stanilas 1997; Dong et al. 2005; Almeida
et al. 2006). Grains are lifted from the ground by the
wind, accelerated downwind, and after a certain dis-
tanceℓ they collide back onto the ground. Each im-
pact grain may eject further grains — a mechanism

called “splash” (Anderson and Haff 1988; Nalpanis
et al. 1993) — and thus a cascade process occurs, un-
til the saltation flux achieves saturation, since the air
transfers momentum back to the grains. Dunes appear
because an exposed sand sheet is unstable, evolves
into hills, and next into dunes with a slip face. The
existence of a saturation transient of the sand flux is
reponsible for the existence of a minimum dune size.

1.1 The Dune Model

We have recently proposed a minimal dune model
which provides an understanding of important fea-
tures of real dunes, such as their longitudinal shape
and aspect ratio, the formation of a slip face, the
breaking of scale invariance, and the existence of a
minimum dune size (Sauermann et al. 2001; Kroy
et al. 2002). This model combines an analytical de-
scription of the turbulent wind velocity field above the
dune with a continuum saltation model that allows for
saturation transients in the sand flux. The fundamen-
tal idea of the dune model is to consider the bed-load
as a thin fluid-like granular layer on top of an immo-
bile sand bed. The model has been latter improved
by Schwämmle and Herrmann (2005) to take into ac-



count lateral sand transport due to perturbations trans-
verse to the main wind direction.

In previous works we studied the formation and
evolution of barchans and transverse dunes. In par-
ticular we could successfully reproduce the crescent
shape of dunes which develop in areas of unidirec-
tional winds, their rate of motion, stability and inter-
action with each other. There are, indeed, several dif-
ferent sand patterns which can be observed on coasts
according to wind condition, sand availability, hu-
midity level and vegetation. A model of sand dunes
which accounts for such variables yields an advanta-
geous tool in the understanding of coastal processes
and morphology.

Here we present some new results we obtained
from an extension of our model to study dunes with
vegetation, which are ubiquitous on coasts. Further-
more, we investigate the significance of sand indura-
tion for the morphology of rounded barchans in the
north polar region of Mars, which resemble the oil-
soaked terrestrial dunes of Kerr and Nigra (1952). Our
calculations of Mars dunes provide a new insight into
the modelling of the saturation length, and are there-
fore of fundamental importance to understand the for-
mation of coastal sand dunes, their characteristic size
and shape. In this section, a summary of the main in-
gredients of the dune model is presented.

1.1.1 Wind shear stress

Sand transport takes place near the surface, in the
turbulent boundary layer of the atmosphere (Pye and
Tsoar 1991). In this turbulent layer, the wind velocity
u(z) at a heightz may be written as

u(z) =
u∗

κ
ln

z

z0

, (1)

where κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant,u∗ is
the wind shear velocity, which is used to define, to-
gether with the fluid densityρfluid, the shear stress
τ = ρfluidu

2

∗
, andz0 is called aerodynamic roughness.

A dune or a smooth hill can be considered as a
perturbation of the surface that causes a perturbation
of the air flow onto the hill. In the model, the shear
stress perturbation is calculated in the two dimen-
sional Fourier space using the algorithm of Weng et
al. (1991) for the componentsτx and τy, which are,
respectively, the components parallel and perpendic-
ular to wind direction. In what follows, we present
the sand transport equations introduced in Sauermann
et al. (2001) and refer to Schwämmle and Herrmann
(2005) for a two-dimensional extension of the model.

1.1.2 Continuum saltation model for sand trans-
port

The sand transport model uses the air shear stress
in the boundary layer to calculate the sand flux. The
equation for the sand flux (Sauermann et al. 2001) is
a differential equation that contains the saturated flux
qs at the steady state, and the characteristic lengthℓs

that defines the transients of the flux:

∂
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In eq. (2), the saturation lengthℓs is written as

ℓs =
1

γ

[

ℓ

(u∗/u∗t)
2
− 1

]

, (3)

whereℓ is the average saltation length andu∗t is the
threshold wind shear velocity for sustained saltation,
which defines the threshold shear stressτt = ρfluidu

2

∗t.
The parameterγ models the average numbern of
grains dislodged out of equilibrium, and is written as

γ =
dn

d(τa/τt)
, (4)

where τa is the air born shear stress, which is dis-
tinguished from the grain born shear stress, i.e. the
contribution of the saltating grains near the ground to
the total shear stressτ due to their impacts onto the
surface. The parameterγ, thus, gives the amount of
grains launched into the saltation sheet when the wind
strength deviates from the threshold by an amount
τa/τt. The air born shear stressτa is lowered if the
number of grains in the saltation layer increases and
vice versa, which is called the “feedback” effect: At
threshold, the wind has a strengthτa ≈ τt sufficient to
just maintain saltation. The parameterγ depends on
microscopic quantities such as the time of a saltation
trajectory or the grain-bed interaction, which are not
available in the scope of the model.

The steady state is assumed to be reached instan-
taneously, since it corresponds to a time scale several
orders of magnitude smaller than the time scale of the
surface evolution. Thus, time dependent terms are ne-
glected.

1.1.3 Surface evolution

The time evolution of the topographyh(x, t) is given
by the mass conservation equation

∂h

∂t
= −

1

ρsand

∂q

∂x
, (5)
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whereρsand= 0.62ρgrain is the mean density of the im-
mobile dune sand (Sauermann et al. 2001), whileρgrain

is the grain density. If sand deposition leads to slopes
that locally exceed the angle of reposeθr ≈ 34◦ of the
sand, the unstable surface relaxes through avalanches
in the direction of the steepest descent. Avalanches
are assumed to be instantaneous since their time scale
is negligible in comparison with the time scale of the
dunes.

For a dune with slip face, flow separation occurs at
the brink, which represents a discontinuity of the sur-
face. The flow is divided into two parts by streamlines
connecting the brink with the ground. These stream-
lines define the separation bubble, inside which eddies
occur and the flow is often re-circulating (Kroy et al.
2002). In the model, the dune is divided into several
slices parallel to wind direction, and for each slice,
one separation streamline is defined at the lee side
of the dune. Each streamline is fitted by a third or-
der polynomial connecting the brink with the ground,
at the reattachment point. The distance between the
brink and the reattachment point, and thus the length
of the separation bubble is determined by the con-
straint of a maximum slope of14◦ for the streamlines
(Kroy et al. 2002). Inside the separation bubble, the
wind shear stress and sand flux are set to zero.

Simulation steps may be summarized as follows:
(i) the shear stress over the surface is calculated us-
ing the algorithm of Weng et al. (1991); (ii) from
the shear stress, the sand flux is calculated with eq.
(2); (iii) the change in the surface height is computed
from mass conservation (eq. (5)) using the calculated
sand flux; and (iv) if the inclination of the surface gets
larger thanθr, avalanches occur and a slip face is de-
veloped. Steps (i)− (iv) are iteratively computed until
the steady state is reached.

1.2 Barchan dunes and barchan fields
In spite of its apparent complexity, the procedure pre-
sented above is so far the simplest method for calcu-
lating the evolution of sand dunes. In particular for
barchan dunes the dune model has been extensively
tested and its results have been found to be quanti-
tatively in good agreement with field measurements
(Sauermann et al. 2003). Moreover, the model has
been applied to calculate interaction of barchan dunes
in a field, and revealed that dunes may interact in dif-
ferent ways, depending on their sizes. Since smaller
dunes have higher velocities, they may easily “col-
lide” with larger, slower wandering ones during their
downwind motion in a field. Our simulations show
that very small dunes in this case may be “swallowed
up” by larger dunes downwind. But if the size differ-
ence between the interacting dunes is not too large,

then the smaller dune upwind gains sand from the
larger one, which then becomes smaller and may wan-
der away (fig. 1). Effectively, it is like if the smaller
dune were crossing over the larger one (Schwämmle
and Herrmann 2003), as proposed recently by Besler
(1997). A systematic study of dune interaction has
been presented in Durán et al. (2005).

Figure 1. Four simulation snapshots of barchan dune interaction.
Cases (a) — (e) correspond to different initial heights for the
upwind, smaller barchan (Durán et al. 2005).

Many times, however, dunes meet obstacles and
cannot evolve freely on bedrocks or sand sheets under
the action of wind. A classical example is the case of
most coastal dunes. Dunes wandering onto the con-
tinent often compete with vegetation, which grows
close to the sea where it finds favorable, humid con-
ditions. We all know that plants fix the sand on the
ground, but we also expect that the efficiency to stop
sand transport should depend for instance on vege-
tation amount. We investigated with our dune model
what happens with a barchan dune when it encoun-
ters a vegetated area. Tsoar and Blumberg (2002) pro-
posed that barchans should transform into parabolic
dunes under the influence of vegetation. We simulated
vegetation following a picture recently introduced by
Nishimori and Tanaka (2001), and we could perform
the first computational simulation of this transition.

Furthermore, we have applied our dune model to
calculate dunes on Mars. We find from our dune
model that dune shapes similar to the ones observed
on the floor of martian craters could have been
achieved by winds of the scarce atmosphere of Mars
in the present. And we also found that a property of
the martian saltation must be taken into account for
correctly predicting the size of dunes on Mars. An-
other interesting issue we investigated is whether in-
duration of dunes covered by CO2 frost — in a sim-
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ilar way to an experiment carried out by Kerr and
Nigra (1952) where dunes have been covered with
oil — could be the explanation for unusual dune
shapes observed on the martian north polar region.
Supported by the results from our dune model, we
concluded that, while vegetation transforms barchans
into parabolic dunes on Earth, induration due to CO2

frost could yield dome-shaped, elliptical and straight,
linear dunes on Mars.

2 Transformation of barchans into parabolic dunes:
Sand mobility competing with vegetation

One particular factor which can have a significant in-
fluence on the dune shape is the presence of veg-
etation on or around the dunes. A recent investi-
gation of aerial photographs covering a time span
of 50 years (Tsoar and Blumberg 2002) found that
barchans can invert their shape to form parabolic
dunes and vice versa when the amount of vegeta-
tion changes. Parabolic dunes are U-shaped dunes the
arms of which point toward the direction of the pre-
vailing wind. The amount of vegetation varied over
that period because of human activities (such as graz-
ing or stabilization) or because of the power of the
wind.

The formation of parabolic dunes has been mod-
eled numerically with a lattice model (Nishimori and
Tanaka 2001; Baas 2002). Though the authors find in-
termediate formation of parabolic dunes, this does not
constitute the transition between full-sized barchan
and parabolic dunes found in McKee and Douglas
(1971) and in Tsoar and Blumberg (2002). This ef-
fect has not been investigated theoretically before. We
propose a model for vegetation growth taking into ac-
count sand erosion and deposition and use the salta-
tion model (Sauermann et al. 2001) for simulating the
sand transport which determines the evolution of the
dunes.

2.1 Vegetation models
2.1.1 Vegetation Growth:

We propose a continuous model for the rate of veg-
etation growth, following the idea of Nishimori and
Tanaka (2001). Vegetation is characterized by its local
heighthv. We suppose that vegetation can grow until
it reaches a maximum heightHv, and that the growth
process has a characteristic timetg, which may be en-
hanced or inhibited depending on the climatic condi-
tions.

Moreover, the vegetation growth rate should be
a function of the time rate of sand surface change
(∂h/∂t). After any temporal change of the sand sur-
faceh, vegetation needs time to adapt to the new con-

ditions. We introduce this phenomenological effect as
a delay in the vegetation growth. In this way, the fol-
lowing equation holds:

dhv

dt
=

Hv − hv

tg
−

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂h

∂t

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6)

If the second term on the right-hand side of eq. (6) is
larger than the first one, i.e. if the erosion rate is suf-
ficiently high, thendhv/dt becomes negative, which
means that vegetation dies since its roots become ex-
posed (Tsoar and Blumberg 2002).

2.1.2 Shear Stress Partitioning:

The shear stress partitioning is the main dynamical ef-
fect of the vegetation on the flow field and, hence, on
the sand transport. The vegetation acts as roughness
that absorbs part of the momentum transfered to the
soil by the wind. Thus, the total surface shear stress is
divided into two components, one acting on the veg-
etation and the other on the sand grains. The fraction
of the total shear stress acting on the sand grains can
be described by the expression (Buckley 1987)

τs = τ

(

1−
ρv

ρc

)

2

, (7)

whereτ is the total surface shear stress,τs is the shear
stress acting on the non-vegetated ground,ρv is the
vegetation density, defined as(hv/Hv)

2, andρc is a
critical vegetation density that depends mainly on the
geometric properties of the vegetation (Pye and Tsoar
1991).

Equation (7) represents a reduction of the shear
stress acting on the sand grains, which also yields
a reduction of the sand flux. Both equations (6) and
(7) contain the interaction between the vegetation and
the sand surface. One implication of eq. (6) is that at
those places where sand erosion or deposition is small
enough vegetation grows. Afterwards, the consequent
decrease of the shear stress (eq. (7)), and also of the
sand flux, yields sand deposition, which in turn slows
down the growth of vegetation.

2.2 Results
We performed simulations placing a4.2 m high
barchan dune on a rock bed and then allowing the veg-
etation to grow. A zero influx and a0.5 m/s upwind
shear velocity are set. We also fixedρc = 0.5, a typical
value for spreading herbaceous dune plants (Pye and
Tsoar 1991) andHv = 1.0 m. Finally, the dune model
parameters are as in Sauermann et al. (2001).
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Figure 2. Evolution of an initial barchan dune to a fixed parabolic shape and vice versa. Top: Transformation of barchan into parabolic
dune (from the left to the right) with a characteristic timetg = 7 days (the evolution of vegetation appears in figure 3). Bottom: After
vegetation is removed, the opposite process occurs (from the left to the right) and a barchan shape is achieved.

Figure 3. Evolution of the vegetation density in a barchan-parabolic transformation for a vegetation characteristic growth time of 7
days (see upper part of Figure 2). Black means complete covering by vegetation and white means no vegetation.

We studied the influence of the vegetation charac-
teristic growth timetg, which contains the informa-
tion of the growth rate and which, hence, controls the
strength of the interaction between the dune and the
vegetation.

The upper part of Figure 2 shows snapshots of the
evolution of a barchan dune under the influence of
vegetation with a characteristic growth time of 7 days.
Calculations were performed with open boundaries
and a zero influx, which means vegetation is high
enough to inhibit sand transport on the flat ground.
The evolution of the vegetation density is shown in
Figure 3. Initially, the vegetation invades those places
where sand erosion or deposition occurs at a small
rate, i.e. the horns, the crest and the surroundings of
the dune. There, the soil was covered by sand, and,
as a consequence of our model, it needs a timetg to
recover. As the vegetation grows, it traps the sand,
which then cannot reach the lee side. There, the veg-
etation cover increases. On the other hand, the veg-
etation on the windward side is eliminated because
its roots are exposed as the dune migrates. However,
at the horns the vegetation growth is fast enough to
survive the low sand deposition and, thus, sand ac-
cumulates there. Hence, whereas the central part of
the dune moves forward a sand trail is left behind at
the horns. This process leads to the stretching of the
windward side and the formation of a parabolic dune.
This picture is in accordance to a recent conceptual
model to explain such transformation based on field
observations (Tsoar and Blumberg 2002).

The bottom of figure 2 shows the inverse process.

After eliminating all vegetation and setting a constant
influx of 0.005 kg/m·s, the parabolic dune is frag-
mented into small barchanoidal forms which nucleate
into a final barchan dune. Although the transforma-
tion from parabolic into barchan or transverse dunes
have been observed (Anton and Vincent 1986), this
fragmentation does not occur in nature because the
vegetation is eliminated gradually from the parabolic
dune — it leaves the central part of the dune first, but
still remains at the lateral trails.

Both the transition from a barchan into a parabolic
dune and the parabolic shape obtained strongly de-
pend on the vegetation’s growth rate. Figure 4(b),
(c) and (d) show the final parabolic dune for three
values of tg (see figure caption). As expected, a
longer parabolic dune emerges for a smaller vegeta-
tion growth rate, i.e. a highertg. On the other hand,
if tg is too high, the vegetation cover is not enough
to complete the inversion process (Figure 4(a)). In
this case the barchan keeps its shape but leaves lat-
eral sand trails covered by plants. However, due to
the constant loss of sand at the arms, the barchan de-
creases in size until it gets finally stabilized by vege-
tation.

Notice that the parabolic dunes are slightly asym-
metric (Figure 4) despite the initial condition being
symmetric. This surprising result is the consequence
of the interaction of the vegetation with the sand bed.
Once vegetation grows, it protects the soil from ero-
sion. This enhances the growth process, which in turn,
increments the soil protection and so on. This mech-
anism amplifies small asymmetries in the vegetation
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Figure 4. Final or stationary states starting with one barchan
dune under the influence of vegetation with different growth
rates.The vegetation characteristic growth times are: (a)12, (b)
8, (c) 7 and (d) 4.6 days. The parabolic dunes are (b)260 m, (c)
200 m and (d)130 m long. Note that in (a) the vegetation cover
is not dense enough to transform a barchan dune into a parabolic
one.

cover. In our simulation, the initial small asymmetries
are due to numerical inaccuracies. In nature, they are a
consequence of random factors influencing vegetation
growth, like, among others, fluctuations in the wind
strength and animals.

2.3 Summary
We performed a numerical simulation of the influence
of varying amounts of vegetation on dune shapes. We
proposed a continuum model describing vegetation
growth (eq. (6)). Taking into account the partitioning
of the shear stress between the plants and the ground,
we used the continuum saltation model to simulate the
evolution of the dune shape.

We have reproduced the observed effect of the tran-
sition between barchans and parabolic dunes. After a
parabolic dune is formed, it is completely covered by
vegetation and rendered inactive. So far we could not
find any prototype data supporting the time-scales in-
dicated by the model. We have found that the final
shape of the parabolic dune evolving from a barchan
depends strongly on the growth rate of the vegeta-

tion. Slow-growing plants only slow down the arms of
the barchan and do not transform it completely into a
parabolic dune. The faster the plants grow, the faster
the transformation is completed and the shorter are
the arms of the resulting parabolic dune.

A quantitative comparison of the results from our
vegetation model with data on parabolic dunes mea-
sured in the field will be the subject of future work.
This will be carried out after our field trip to a
parabolic dune field in Northeastern Brazil during the
current year.

3 The shape of the barchan dunes in the Arkhangel-
sky Crater on Mars

3.1 Mars dunes
There are dunes also on the Planet Mars. Sand dunes
have been found on Mars for the first time in Mariner
9 images of the Proctor Crater, within the southern
highlands of Mars (McCauley et al. 1972; Sagan et al.
1972). Since then, other Missions sent to Mars pro-
vided us with thousands of images which revealed
a rich diversity of dune shapes including barchans,
transverse dunes, and also linear and star dunes (Ed-
gett and Blumberg 1994). With the high resolu-
tion images available of Mars, e.g. those from the
Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Mars Orbiter Camera
(MOC), the study of the Martian surface has become
an issue essentially geologic, rather than a subject of
the Space and Planetary Science.

While it appears evident that the martian surface
has been steadily modified by aeolian processes, it is
difficult to know whether martian dunes are in gen-
eral active (moving) in the present. Sporadic coverage
by orbiting spacecraft could generally not detect dune
motion in the past few Martian decades (Williams et
al. 2003). This could be a result for instance of cur-
rently insufficient wind strength and/or too low rate
of dune motion to be measured. In some locations on
Mars, it is even plausible that dunes are immobilized
or indurated as commented later in Section 4.

But if Mars dunes are in fact inactive today, what
about their age? Atmospheric conditions on Mars may
have changed dramatically since the origin of the
planet. Mars has been gradually losing atmosphere
over the last billions of years mainly due to the im-
pacts of meteorites and the low planetary gravity,
g = 3.71 m/s2, which is almost one third of the earth’s
gravity,g = 9.81 m/s2. While the atmosphere of Mars
4 billions of years ago might have been as dense as
the terrestrial atmosphere in the present (Melosh and
Vickery 1989),1.225 kg/m3, the density of the mar-
tian air today is only0.016 kg/m3 (CO2 at tempera-
ture of 200 K and pressure of6.0 mb (MGSR Science
Team 2005)). The time at which this density value
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Figure 5. Barchan dunes in the Arkhangelsky Crater, Mars
(41.2◦ S,25.0◦ W). Image: MGS Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC),
2004.

has been achieved is not known. One motivation to
study dunes on Mars with our model is that a study
of martian dunes may contribute data on the geologi-
cal history of the planet, and also help the understand-
ing of aeolian systems and climate conditions of Mars
(Bourke et al. 2004a).

Barchan dunes are certainly the most simple and
best understood type of dune. Therefore, we started
our exploration of Mars dunes with the investigation
of a field of barchan dunes located in the Arkhangel-
sky Crater on Mars (41.2◦ S, 25.0◦ W), one image
of which is shown in fig. 5. Our goal is to use the
dune model to reproduce the dune shape observed in
fig. 5 using parameters for Mars. We are interested in
answering the following question: Has it been possi-
ble that these dunes formed under the present atmo-
spheric conditions of Mars? Using the values of mar-
tian atmospheric density and gravity, our first aim is to
find the conditions of wind and sand flux which define
the dune shape observed in fig. 5.

3.2 Model parameters for Mars

Many of the model parameters we need to calculate
dunes on Mars are known from the literature. Some
of these parameters have been mentioned above —
the gravityg and atmospheric densityρfluid, pressure
P and temperatureT . Recent Mars Missions obtained
important data on sand and wind conditions on Mars,
as detailed below, which we use in our calculations.

3.2.1 The sand of Mars dunes

Martian barchans display some essential differences
in relation to their terrestrial counterparts. Thermal
inertia studies, for example, have shown that the sand
of martian dunes is coarser, with a mean grain diame-
terd = 500± 100µm (Edgett and Christensen 1991),
while the size distribution of sand grains of most ter-
restrial dunes presents a maximum aroundd = 250µm
(Pye and Tsoar 1991). Furthermore, it is known that
dunes on Mars are made of grains of basalt (Fenton
et al. 2003), while terrestrial dunes are constituted by
quartz grains. The angle of reposeθr of the sand on
Mars, or the inclination of the dune slip face has been
found to be close to the terrestrial value,θr ≈ 34◦

(Greeley and Iversen 1984; Williams et al. 2003).

3.2.2 Threshold wind velocity for saltation

The dynamics of saltating grains on Mars has been
extensively studied by many authors, both using nu-
merical calculations and from wind tunnel experi-
ments on martian atmospheric conditions (White et
al. 1976; White 1979; Greeley and Iversen 1984). The
threshold wind shear velocity on Mars has been pre-
dicted for a wide range of grain sizes (Iversen et al.
1976; Greeley et al. 1980; Iversen and White 1982).
For grains ofd = 500µm, for example, a value of
u∗t around2.0 m/s is predicted for Mars. This is ten
times larger than the terrestrialu∗t = 0.2 m/s (Pye and
Tsoar 1991). Notwithstanding, wind friction speed
values of this order have been reported several times
from Mars Missions observations (Moore 1985; Sul-
livan et al. 2000; Cantor et al. 2001).

3.2.3 One unknown saltation parameter

From the saltation model parameters listed in Section
1, there is one,γ (eq. (4)), whose value for Mars we
did not calculate. While Sauermann et al. (2001) have
obtainedγ for the case Earth from reported measure-
ments of the saturation time of terrestrial saltation,
here we proceeded in a different way to estimate the
entrainment rate of grains into saltation,γ, on Mars.

3.3 Simulation of the Arkhangelsky Dunes
We performed simulations with open boundaries and
a small influxqin at the inlet, with values typically
less than 30% of the saturated fluxqs. Such low val-
ues forqin/qs are characteristic of the interdune in ter-
restrial dune fields developing on bedrock (Fryberger
et al. 1984). A small value ofqin/qs is also reason-
able for the Arkhangelsky dunes since sediment ac-
cess in craters is very commonly restricted (Bourke
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et al. 2004a). In this way, we need to find for which
values ofγ and the shear velocityu∗ — which is set
of course larger thanu∗t = 2.0 m/s — the model re-
produces the dune shape in the Arkhangelsky Crater.
The initial surface is a gaussian sand hill (fig. 6) with
dimensions of the order of the dune sizes observed in
fig. 5.

We proceed in the following manner. First, we set
the value ofγ for Mars equal to the earth’s (Sauer-
mann et al. 2001) and we see if it is possible to find
the Arkhangelsky dunes for some value of the wind
shear velocityu∗. We obtain the surprising result that
no dune appears for any value ofu∗ in the range of
estimated wind friction speeds on the Mars Explo-
ration Rover Meridiani Planum (Sullivan et al. 2005)
and Viking 1 (Moore 1985) landing sites on Mars, i.e.
for u∗ between2.0 and4.0 m/s. In other words, the
gaussian hill does not develop slip face and disappears
because its size is below the critical one for dune for-
mation (fig. 7).

Figure 6. The initial surface is a gaussian hill of heightH and
characteristic lengthσ.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the dune horns lengthLhornsrelative
to the dune lengthL usingγ = γEarth (squares). In this case, the
gaussian in fig. 6 does not achieve an equilibrium barchan shape,
and disappears after the sand is blown away, while barchan dunes
are obtained withγ = 10γEarth (circles). Calculation was per-
formed withu∗/u∗t = 1.75.

However, if the parameterγ, i.e. the number of
grains entrained by the air is of the order of 10 times

the earth’s then dunes are obtained. Furthermore, as
shown in fig. 8, we find that the elongated shape of
the Arkhangelsky dunes is in general obtained for a
shear velocity close to the threshold. Asu∗ increases,
for a constant value ofγ, the dune shape deviates from
the Arkhangelsky dunes. One conclusion we get from
our calculations, thus, is that the shear velocity in the
Arkhangelsky Crater must be close to the threshold
friction speed, and probably around3.0 m/s. Figure 9
shows one dune calculated with thisu∗ value together
with a MOC image of one Arkhangelsky dune.

3.3.1 Interpretations and summary

We remark that our value ofu∗ is an intermediate
value between estimated friction speeds at Pathfinder
(Sullivan et al. 2000) and Viking 1 (Moore 1985) lan-
der sites on Mars. On the other hand, why shouldγ
be larger on Mars? As mentioned above, the larger
the value ofγ, the larger the number of grains a
percentual increase of the wind strength relative to
the threshold succeeds in entraining into the saltation
layer. On the other hand, the grains which are en-
trained by the wind come mainly from the splash after
grain-bed collisions. Therefore, we interpret the larger
value ofγ on Mars as a result of the larger amount of
splashed grains, which may be understood as a con-
sequence of the larger velocity reached by saltating
grains on Mars.

The mean velocity of the saltating grains calculated
with the dune model is around16.0 m/s, while for
Earth the grain velocity is approximately1.6 m/s. It
follows that the momentum transferred by the impact-
ing grains to the sand bed is much larger on Mars than
on Earth, what is associated with much larger splashes
after impact on Mars. This picture is in agreement
with the observation that the number of ejecta after
splash is proportional to the velocity of the impacting
grain (Anderson and Haff 1988). In fact, it has already
been observed that, while on Earth a single grain-bed
collision results in ejection of only a few grains, on
Mars the number of splashed grains may be of the or-
der of one hundred (Marshall et al. 1998).

What is the consequence of a larger entrainment
rate of grains on Mars? A faster population increase
of saltating particles amplifies the “feedback effect”,
which is the decceleration of the wind due to the mo-
mentum transfer of the air to the grains (Owen 1964).
Consequently, a larger splash has an astonishingly im-
portant implication for the macroscopic scale of sand
patterns: it reduces the distance after which the maxi-
mum amount of sand which can be transported by the
wind is reached, and the minimum size below which
sand hills are continuously eroded and disappear.
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Figure 8. Barchan dunes of widthW = 650 m calculated using parameters for Mars, withγ = 10γEarth, and different values of wind
shear velocityu∗ relative to the thresholdu∗t. We findu∗/u∗t ≈ 1.45 or u∗ around3.0 m/s in the Arkhangelsky Crater.

In the model the information of the splash is in-
corporated in the parameterγ. We notice that an in-
crease in the value ofγ means a decrease in the sat-
uration length of the flux (eq. (3)), as expected —
the more grains the wind succeeds entraining salta-
tion, the faster the flux should saturate. Since the sat-
uration length is the relevant length scale of barchan
dunes, our calculations reveal that this property of the
martian splash must be taken into account for cor-
rectly predicting the size of dunes on Mars. We have
recently found that if the larger splash on Mars is
accounted for in the calculations, we can reproduce
not only the dune shape as reported here but also the
minimal dune size and the dependence of the dune
shape on the size (Parteli et al. 2006). The character-
istic length of flux saturation is given by the satura-
tion lengthℓs (eq. (3)), and the distance after which
the flux saturates is in fact around7 timesℓs. While
the saturation lengthℓs on Earth is around50 cm —
which is calculated from eq. (3) withu∗ ≈ 0.37 m/s
obtained from measurements and calculations of wind
friction speed in northeastern Brazil (Jimenez et al.
1999; Sauermann et al. 2003; Parteli et al. 2006) —
we have obtainedℓs ≈ 17 m for Mars using the pa-
rameters mentioned above, with which we reproduced
the Arkhangelsky dunes. The minimal dune width ob-
tained from simulations is around 10 timesℓs, both
using parameters for Mars and for Earth (Parteli et
al. 2006). Indeed, if the value ofγ on Mars were the
same as on Earth, the saturation length and therefore
the minimal dune scale on Mars would be 10 times
larger. It would be interesting to use this new insight
to perform a full microscopic simulation for the salta-
tion mechanism of Mars similar to the one that was
recently achieved by Almeida et al. (2006).

The wide range of barchan forms observed on Mars
is a consequence of the different local physical con-
ditions which dictate sand transport (Bourke et al.
2004a). We are presently carrying out a study of the
dune shape as a function of the sand flux under differ-

Figure 9. MOC image (left) and calculation (right) of barchan
dune of width 650 m in the Arkhangelsky Crater on Mars. Cal-
culation was performed withu∗ = 3.0 m/s andγ = 10γEarth.

ent atmospheric and wind conditions valid for Mars.
In Section 4 we present another mechanism that ap-
pears to be relevant to explain exotic dune forms on
the Martian north polar region.

4 Evidence for indurated sand dunes in the Martian
north polar region

The morphology and proximity of differing mor-
phologies of a suite of eolian dunes in the Martian
north polar region defy traditional explanation. Un-
usual features occur in a dune field in Chasma Bore-
ale, in the Martian north polar region. Figure 10 shows
examples of the dunes, as seen by the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC). In this
dune field, linear and barchan dunes occur together,
side-by-side and in some cases are merged to create
a single bedform. The linear dunes lack the sinuos-
ity commonly associated with terrestrial seif dunes
(Tsoar 1989) — in other words, these linear features
are straighter than their counterparts on Earth. Fur-
thermore, the dunes present an additional puzzle —
the barchans are elongated into elliptical forms, and
the slip faces are typically small or nonexistent (Fig-
ure 11).

4.1 Dune movement and induration
While Martian dunes generally appear to be fresh and
have no superimposed impact craters (Marchenko and
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Figure 10. Sub-frames of MGS MOC images showing examples
of the elongated, rounded barchans and linear dunes in Chasma
Boreale. Both images cover areas about 3 km wide. The pic-
ture on the left is from image E01-00104, located near 83.9◦ N
40.5◦ W. The right image is from MOC image S02-00901, and
is located near 84.2◦ N 37.9◦ W. In both cases, sand transport
has been from the upper right toward the lower left.

Figure 11. (a) MGS MOC images of a rounded barchan and a
dome dune located near 84.9◦ N 26.6◦ W, in image M02-00783.
The shown parts of the image are each approximately 240 meters
wide. (b) Sketch of the deposition in the lee of an oil-soaked
barchan (after Kerr and Nigra (1952)). The initial barchan and
the final shape are drawn; the dashed lines show the positionsof
the slip face in intermediate stages, until an elliptical, dome-like
shape is produced.

Pronin 1995) — the presence of which would imply
antiquity — repeated imaging by MOC has shown no
clear evidence for translation of eolian dunes across
the Martian surface. The dunes in the Chasma Bore-
ale region were not imaged by Mariner 9 or Viking

Figure 12. The rounded barchans of Chasma Boreale have been
imaged repeatedly by the MGS MOC during the past several
Martian years. Relative to features on the substrate acrosswhich
they are moving, the dunes do not appear to have moved dur-
ing the mission. The interval between acquisition of the twoim-
ages shown here is 2.97 Mars years. These dunes include the two
shown in Figure 11. (a) Sub-frame of MOC image M02-00783.
(b) Sub-frame of MOC image S02-00302. The dunes are illumi-
nated by sunlight from the lower left and are located near 84.9◦

N, 26.6◦ W.

at a spatial resolution adequate to see them and mea-
sure their movement by comparison with MOC im-
ages. Some of the dunes have, however, been re-
peatedly imaged by MOC during the past four Mar-
tian years, and, again, show no evidence for move-
ment (Figure 12). The Chasma Boreale dunes also do
not exhibit grooves or steep-walled avalanche chutes.
But, the rounded barchans do resemble the oil-soaked
dunes of Kerr and Nigra (1952), and the linear dunes
simply should not occur with the barchans, unless
they are unlike terrestrial linear dunes, and formed—
somehow—in a unidirectional wind regime.

We investigate whether it is plausible that the
rounded, elliptical dunes in Chasma Boreale could be
the product of a process similar to that which was
created by successive soaking of dunes in Saudi Ara-
bia with crude oil, and whether the explanation might
somehow extend to the occurrence of linear forms in
the same dune field. Rather than anthropogenic pro-
cesses halting dune movement in successive stages,
as in the Kerr and Nigra (1952) example, we examine
whether induration of dune sand may lead to produc-
tion of dune forms in Chasma Boreale.

4.1.1 Rounded barchans

Elongated, elliptical, or dome-shaped dunes such as
those in Figures 10 and 11, might be the product of
successive induration as the slip face advances for-
ward and becomes smaller and smaller, until it dis-
appears, as was observed by Kerr and Nigra (1952)
for oil-soaked barchans on Earth. In the Saudi Ara-
bia case, the dunes were sprayed with oil, then addi-
tional sand arrived at the fixed dune, blew over its top,
and became deposited on the lee side, whereupon the
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Figure 13. The successive stages of evolution of depositionin the
lee of an indurated barchan on Mars. The length of the shown re-
gion is 400 meters, the width 240 meters. The first picture shows
the initial barchan.

dune was again sprayed with oil. This process contin-
ued and, over time, the slip face of each dune became
successively smaller, and the dune more rounded and
elliptical. This is not typical behavior for lee-side de-
position of sand in a dune field, but is a product of
the process of successively inhibiting sand movement
— in this case, using oil — on the main body of each
dune.

The similarity of the oil-soaked dunes to the
rounded forms on Mars suggests that the Martian
examples could have formed in a similar way, with
ice, frozen carbon dioxide, or mineral salts taking the
place of oil as the cause for induration. To test the hy-
pothesis under conditions suitable for Mars, we simu-
lated the process of forming a successively-indurated
barchan using the appropriate parameters for Mars
(Schatz et al. 2006). Figure 13 shows the successive
stages of deposition in the lee of the fixed barchan.
The shape of the initial dune and the latter successions
were all simulated with the same atmospheric con-
ditions, particle properties, and wind speed; the only
change was to simulate induration (non mobility) of
each successive stage of the dune development, while
at the same time adding new sand from the upwind
direction.

Some small differences between the simulation in
Figure 13 and the satellite image (Fig. 11a) have to be
discussed. In the simulations, the brink of the initial
barchan is still visible at later stages. In reality, this
visible ridge would be slowly eroded even if the dune
was indurated. The second discrepancy is that the slip
face in the photo appears to be very long, but the foot
of the slip face is hard to discern, and a slip face ex-
tending nearly to the end of the horns would imply a
very high slip face brink, which would be in contrast
with the flat rounded shape suggested by the shadows
and with the height of other Martian dunes described
by Bourke et al. (2004b). The aspect ratio (height di-
vided by length) of our simulated dunes is consistent
with the results of Bourke et al. (2004b).

Figure 14. A field of linear dunes in Chasma Boreale. This is a
part of MOC image E15-00784, located at 84.24◦ N 39.95◦ W.
It covers an area about 3 km across. The bright outlines of the
dunes and of the ridges in the surrounding region indicate that
they are covered by seasonal frost, most likely frozen carbon
dioxide. The black rectangle indicates the region selectedfor our
linear dune simulation (see Figure 15).

4.1.2 Chasma Boreale Linear dunes

In addition to the dome-shaped barchans, the region
near the Martian north pole exhibits linear dunes that
are very straight, unlike their meandering counter-
parts on earth (Tsoar 1982; Tsoar 1983; Tsoar 1989).
These linear dunes occur with the domes and rounded
barchans, suggesting that they form in winds flowing
parallel to the linear dunes—yet terrestrial experience
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Figure 15. (a) A detail of Figure 14. (b) Simulation of the evo-
lution of a straight linear dune downwind of a dome. Besides
small variations in thickness, small barchans can be seen tode-
velop, which are not observed on Mars. From this we conclude
that the linear dunes in Figure 14 are indurated.

requires two oblique winds, not a single, unidirec-
tional wind, to create such bedforms.

MGS MOC narrow angle images show that the
upwind end of the linear dunes, immediately down-
wind of the domes, shows a knotted structure (e.g.,
Figure 14). We have performed a computer simula-
tion of such dunes, starting from a straight ridge in
wind direction located just downwind of an unerod-
able dome. As can be seen in Figure 15, the knots at
the upwind end are reproduced in early steps of the
simulation. Their formation is analogous to the insta-
bility of a sand bed under unidirectional winds (e.g.,
Andreotti et al. (2002), Schwämmle and Herrmann
(2004)). Later on, however, the simulated linear dune
decays into a string of barchans. That this does not
happen in Chasma Boreale can be explained if the lin-
ear dunes are indurated or were formed by erosion in
the first place. Although our simulations do not show
how the linear forms were initiated, they do suggest—
as in the case of the elongated, dome-shaped barchans
— that the sands are presently or very recently in-
durated.

4.2 Summary

The results of our dune model support, in addition
to the observations of artificially indurated dunes by
Kerr and Nigra (1952), the hypothesis regarding in-
duration of dunes in Chasma Boreale. While basic,

typical dune morphologies are a product of wind
regime — with, on Earth, contributions from vege-
tation and moisture — we conclude that induration
may be an additional factor that influences morphol-
ogy of dunes on the Martian north polar region. In the
case of Chasma Boreale, induration has led to creation
of elongated, elliptical, dome-shaped dunes; elon-
gated barchans with proportionally tiny slip faces; and
straight (as opposed to sinuous, like seif dunes) linear
dunes that co-exist with barchan forms in a unidirec-
tional, rather than bidirectional, wind regime.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented extensions of the
dune model originally introduced by Sauermann et al.
(2001) and later improved by Schwämmle and Her-
rmann (2005) to study dunes with vegetation, and we
tested the model to calculate dunes on Mars. We could
simulate the transformation of barchans into parabolic
dunes, as observed by Tsoar and Blumberg (2002),
where we proposed a continuous model for the rate
of vegetation growth, following the idea of Nishimori
and Tanaka (2001).

Furthermore, we have applied our dune model
to calculate the shape of the barchan dunes in the
Arkhangelsky crater on Mars. We found that mar-
tian dunes may have been formed by winds close to
the threshold, under the present atmospheric condi-
tions of Mars, and our calculations reveal that larger
splashes on Mars are relevant to explain the size of
martian dunes. Finally, application of our model to
study north polar dunes on Mars support the hypoth-
esis that the unusual dune shapes observed in the
Chasma Boreale region are a result of induration.

Our results are of extreme relevance to understand
the formation and evolution of sand dunes in coastal
areas, where vegetation very often appears to compete
against saltation transport and dune mobility. Further-
more, from calculations of Mars barchan dunes, we
gained important insight about the role of the satura-
tion length for the selection of dune size and shape,
which is crucial to explain the natural appearence of
dunes from the beach. A complete modelling of the
formation of coastal dune fields using the results of
the present work will be subject of future research.
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